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SUMMARY
Foreland magmatism occurs in the lower plate during arc–con-
tinent or continent–continent collision, although it is uncom-
mon. Ancient examples are recognized by a stratigraphic sec-
tion into which mafic lavas and/or shallow sills are emplaced
at a level at the top of  a passive margin cover sequence, or
within the overlying deeper water deposits that include
mudrocks and flysch-type turbidites. Extensional structures
associated with the emplacement of  the volcanic rocks may
develop slightly prior to or contemporaneous with the arrival
of  the approaching thrust front. We have selected twelve
examples of  magmatism in collisional forelands, modern and

ancient, and have compared the tectonic associations of  the
magmatism with the magmatic geochemistry.

Foreland magmatic settings fall into two strikingly distinct
geochemical groups: a more enriched alkaline group (Rhine-
type) and a more heterogeneous tholeiitic group (Maine-type)
that may show traces of  prior subduction processes. In the
examples where the contemporaneous extensional structures
are known, faults and basins develop parallel to the thrust
front for the tholeiitic group and have oblique orientations, in
several cases at a high angle to the thrust front, for the alkaline
group. The geochemical results are quite sufficiently distinct to
permit discrimination of  these two foreland magmatic rock
suites from each other in ancient examples where the foreland
setting is clear from geological evidence. However, magmatic
products of  the same range of  compositions can be generated
in other tectonic environments (rifts, back-arc basins), so the
geochemical characteristics alone are insufficient to identify a
foreland basin setting.

The alkaline Rhine-type group formed primarily in
response to localized upwelling convective activity from the
sub-asthenospheric mantle beneath the lower plate during col-
lision while the tholeiitic Maine-type group formed primarily
in response to melting of  subcontinental asthenospheric man-
tle during extension of  the lower plate by slab pull, and result-
ing lithospheric detachment. It is possible that there has been
a long-term secular decrease in the occurrence of  the Maine-
type foreland magmatism since the early Proterozoic.

RÉSUMÉ
Bien que peu fréquent, il arrive qu’un magmatisme d’avant-
pays se produise dans la plaque inférieure durant une collision
arc-continent ou continent-continent. Des exemples anciens
ont été décrits dans une coupe stratigraphique renfermant des
laves mafiques et/ou des filons-couches au haut d’une
séquence de couverture de marge passive, ou au sein de dépôts
de plus grandes profondeurs comme des boues ou des tur-
bidites de type flysch. Des structures d’étirement associées à la
mise en place des roches volcaniques peuvent se développer un
peu avant ou en même temps que l’arrivée du front de
chevauchement. Nous avons choisi douze exemples de mag-
matisme au sein d’avant-pays de collision, modernes et anciens,
et nous avons comparé les associations tectoniques du magma-
tisme avec la géochimie magmatique.

Les configurations magmatiques d’avant-pays se divisent en
deux groupes géochimiques très différents : un groupe alcalin
plus enrichi (type-Rhin), et un groupe tholéiitique plus
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hétérogène (type-Maine) et qui peut montrer des traces de
précédentes activités de subduction. Dans les exemples où les
structures d’étirement contemporaines sont connues, les failles
et les bassins se développent parallèlement au front de
chevauchement pour le groupe tholéiitique, alors que leurs ori-
entations sont obliques, voire à angles aigus au front de
chevauchement pour le groupe alcalin. Les résultats géochim-
iques sont suffisamment distincts pour permettre de distinguer
ces deux suites de roches magmatiques dans les exemples
anciens où la configuration d’avant-pays est évidente de par sa
géologie. Cependant, des produits magmatiques de même type
compositionnel peuvent advenir dans d’autres environnements
tectoniques (fosses, bassins d’arrière-arc), et donc, la caractéri-
sation géochimique seule ne permet pas de distinguer une con-
figuration de bassin d’avant-pays.

Le groupe alcalin de type-Rhin s’est principalement formé
en réponse à une activité d’éruption de convection issue du
manteau sous-asthénosphérique sous la plaque inférieure
durant la collision, alors que le groupe tholéiitique de type-
Maine s’est formé principalement en réaction à la fusion du
manteau sous-continental asthénosphérique durant l’extension
de la plaque inférieure par étirement de la plaque, et le détache-
ment lithosphérique qui en découle. Depuis le Protérozoïque,
est possible qu’il y ait eu une décroissance progressive à long
terme des événements magmatiques de type-Maine.

Traduit par le Traducteur

INTRODUCTION
Foreland magmatism that occurs in the outer trench slope of
the lower plate during plate convergence is relatively uncom-
mon. In several cases, this occurs when a continental margin
enters the trench slope region and begins to interact with the
upper plate, resulting in extension as the subducted oceanic
lithosphere pulls on the continental margin lithosphere, and
extensional failure and detachment of  the attached oceanic
lithosphere may occur. This model has been invoked for some
occurrences; although a localized convective mantle upwelling
can alternatively be used to explain magmatism in some fore-
land regions. We examine the following magmatic areas of
Recent and/or Neogene age in the foreland setting: Rhine
Graben (Germany), Karacadağ Volcanic Complex (SE
Turkey), Penghu Islands (Taiwan), and ‘Petit Spots’ (outer
Japan trench). In all of  these areas the associated extension
direction relative to the trench or thrust front is clear. We also
examine ancient examples in old orogens of  the Piscataquis
Belt, Maine (Siluro–Devonian Acadian Orogeny); Starks Knob
in New York, Jonestown Volcanics in Pennsylvania, and the
Cortlandt Complex in New York, (Ordovician Taconic Oroge-
ny); and the early Proterozoic Morel Sills and Ghost Dykes
(Wopmay Orogen), and Molson Dykes and Flaherty Volcanics,
(Circum-Ungava Orogen) from the Canadian craton (Table 1).
We selected these examples because all are clearly associated
spatially and temporally with an orogenic foreland setting, and
because contemporaneous extensional structures and their
regional orientation relative to the thrust front can be identi-
fied for most, and reasonably interpreted for the other (Flaher-
ty Formation) of  these occurrences.

This paper briefly describes the geological setting of  these
twelve modern and ancient examples of  foreland magmatism
and then examines the geochemical compositions of  each,
seen in the context of  the two geological groups that can be
defined from the associated extension direction relative to the
trench or thrust front.

BACKGROUND
Foredeep magmatism was first described by Hoffman (1987)
as magmatic activity occurring in continental margin stratigra-
phy immediately preceding, or during the onset of  flysch dep-
osition and deformation resulting from active arc-–continent
collision. Concurrent foreland basin deposition occurs and
overlies passive margin stratigraphic sequences. Flexure occurs
in the lower plate as it enters the outer trench slope region of
a subduction zone and the continental margin begins to inter-
act with the upper plate during collision (Fig. 1). The slab-pull
force caused by sinking of  the last subducting oceanic litho-
sphere (and/or some of  the continental mantle lithosphere if
it delaminates from the crust) may cause extension of  the lith-
osphere, including the continental part (Schoonmaker et al.
2005) allowing mantle upwelling and magmatism into the
lower plate. This process may progress to breakoff  of  the sub-
ducted or delaminated slab, which might trigger, or enhance,
the magmatism (e.g. Davies and von Blanckenburg 1995; Cloos
et al. 2005). We expand Hoffman’s (1987) original description
of  foreland magmatism to include magmatism occurring in the
foreland of  a continent in the process of  colliding either with
an arc or with an upper plate continent, and contemporary
magmatism emplaced in the toe of  the overriding accretionary
complex.

An alternative process was identified by Şengör et al. (1978)
for extensional tectonism and associated magmatism in an
active orogenic foreland, caused by the regional stress field
propagating into the foreland lithosphere from a collisional
orogen, with consequent extension perpendicular to the maxi-
mum compressive stress orientation. The Cenozoic Rhine
Graben situated adjacent to the Western Alps provided the
type example for Şengör et al. (1978), and illustrates the local-
ized nature of  these features.

These processes have been proposed to explain foreland
magmatism in young examples such as the Rhine Basin
(Bogaard and Wörner 2003; Jung et al. 2005; Lustrino and
Carminati 2007), Karacadağ Volcanic Complex, Eastern Ana-
tolia (Pearce et al. 1990; Keskin 2003; Şengör et al. 2003; Ekici
et al. 2012), Penghu Islands, Taiwan (Chung et al. 1994; Wang
et al. 2012), ‘petit spot’ volcanoes of  the Pacific plate near the
Japan Trench (Hirano 2011) and ancient analogue examples
such as the Piscataquis Volcanic Belt, Maine (Schoonmaker et
al. 2011) and Starks Knob, New York (Landing et al. 2003),
and the Precambrian examples identified by Hoffman (1987).

Alternatively, mantle plumes have been suggested to
explain magmatism in the Rhine Basin (Ritter et al. 2001;
Keyser et al. 2002; Haase et al. 2004) and Eastern Anatolia
(Ershov and Nikishin 2004), but not the other young examples
listed here. For the older examples, large igneous province
(LIP) plume-head association has been suggested for the
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Canadian Proterozoic examples marginal to the Slave and
Superior cratons (Minifie 2010).

FORELAND SETTINGS
We divided the examples discussed below into two groups
(Rhine-type vs. Maine-type), based on the regional orientation
of  the associated extensional structures. In this section we
review the evidence for a foreland interpretation and the
extensional stress orientation associated with each. Rhine-type
foreland magmatism is associated with extensional structural
orientations that are oblique to, and in several cases at a high
angle to, the adjacent thrust front or trench; Maine-type fore-
land magmatism is associated with extensional structures ori-
ented parallel to the adjacent thrust front (Fig. 2). Some of  the
settings described here are modern or recent where the fore-
land position of  magmatism and structural orientation is clear,
but for the ancient examples their interpretation as foreland
basin magmatism critically depends on the stratigraphic rela-
tionship between the volcanic units and continental passive
margin sedimentary strata and foreland basin clastic rocks (fly-

sch), as well as to subsequent shortening deformation. In the
discussion, two additional examples where clear structural data
regarding extensional structure orientation are lacking are
reviewed briefly, and a predicted assignment made to one of
the groups based on their geochemical compositions. The
essential properties of  the two groups are summarized in
Table 1 and discussed in more detail below.

Rhine-Type Foreland Magmatism and Extensional
Structures
Modern or recent examples of  Rhine-type foreland magma-
tism include the eponym Rhine Graben (Germany), Karacadağ
Volcanic Complex (SE Turkey), Penghu Islands (Taiwan), and
the ‘Petit Spots’ volcanoes of  the Pacific seafloor, east of  the
Japan Trench; we identify one ancient example, the Cortlandt
Complex–Beemerville zone (New York). The geochemical
character of  the Piling Group in the Proterozoic Trans-Hud-
son Orogen of  Canada suggests that it belongs to this group
(see discussion).
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Table 1. Summary of  sources of  geochemical analyses used for this study.

Location Formation Age # of  Analyses Source

Rhine Graben Rockeskyllerkopf Quaternary 53 Shaw and Woodland 2012
Vogelsberg Miocene 71 Bogaard and Wörner 2003
Rhön 26–11 Ma 7 Jung et al. 2013
Hocheifel 44–34 Ma 35 Jung et al. 2006

East Anatolia Karacadağ Neogene 27 Ekici et al. 2012
(Siverek phase)

Taconic foreland Cortlandt Complex 446 ± 2 Ma 9 Bender 1980
Starks Knob Upper Ordovician 9 Landing et al. 2003

(Trenton)
Jonestown Middle Ordovician 25 Lash 1986; Smith and Barnes

1994; Ashcroft 2002

Taiwan Penghu basalt Miocene 12 Chung et al. 1995; Wang et 
al. 2012

Japan outer trench slope Petit spots 8.5 – 0.5 Ma 7 Hirano et al. 2006

Baffin Island Bravo Formation 1923 ± 15 Ma 9 Partin et al. 2014
(Rae craton)

Maine Acadian West Branch Volcanics Late Silurian 12 Fitzgerald 1991; 
Schoonmaker et al. 2005

Wopmay Foreland Morel Sills ca. 1.88 Ga 6 Minifie 2010
Ghost Dykes ca. 1.88 Ga 9 Minifie 2010

NW Superior Province Molson Dykes ca. 1.88 Ga 33 Heaman et al. 2009; 
Minifie 2010

Belcher Islands Flaherty Formation 1960 ± 80 Ma 7 Legault et al. 1994



Rhine Graben (Germany)
Within the European Cenozoic Rift System, the Upper and
Lower Rhine basins are associated with significant volcanism
of  the Central European Volcanic Province (Fig. 3). The lon-
gitudinal axes of  the Rhine Graben are either oblique (Lower
Rhine Basin) or nearly perpendicular (Upper Rhine Basin) to
the northern thrust front of  the adjacent Alps and the Insubric
Line suture to the south. Şengör et al. (1978) were the first to
link the main Rhine Graben as a rift structure to the compres-
sional stress orientation induced in the orogenic foreland by
the Alpine collision, and to use it as the type example of  such
structures. The Lower Rhine basin displays evidence for sinis-
tral transtension (Cardozo and Behrmann 2006) but there are
numerous normal faults along which significant NE–SW
extension has occurred, and earthquake focal mechanisms
indicate the current stress field is similarly oriented (Homuth
et al. 2014).

Karacadağ Volcanic Complex (SE Turkey)
Karacadağ is a large basaltic shield volcano located in the
northernmost Arabian foreland (Fig. 4), where there has been
volcanism since the mid-Miocene, although the shield volcano
is Pliocene and younger (Ekici et al. 2012, 2014). The longitu-
dinal crest and main fissure eruption source of  Mount
Karacadağ is oriented close to N–S, nearly perpendicular to
the Bitlis suture and the nearby thrust front of  the foreland
basin in which this magmatism occurs (Şengör and Kidd 1979;
Pearce et al. 1990). Furthermore, the N–S oriented Neogene
Ackakale Graben located to the southwest suggests the same

E–W extension direction. Yürür and Chorowicz (1998) meas-
ured structural data in a nearby area (Amanos Range) that indi-
cate a change from N–S contraction to ENE–WSW extension
for the most recent fault motions. Ekici et al. (2012) reported
eruption of  some of  the earlier Miocene plateau basalt from
fissures on the northern side of  the area that are oriented par-
allel to the nearby thrust front.

Penghu Islands (Taiwan)
The Penghu Islands in the strait west of  Taiwan, composed of
a series of  mafic volcanic flows and shallow sills on the eastern
China continental margin (Fig 5), were pointed out by Hoff-
man (1987) as a likely example of  foreland magmatism, based
on the age then provided for the volcanic rocks as early Pleis-
tocene or Pliocene. Subsequent work reported consistent K–
Ar ages for the volcanics of  mid–late Miocene age (16–8 Ma;
Juang and Chen 1992; Wang et al. 2012), along with upper mid-
dle Miocene marine microfossil ages from interbedded sedi-
mentary layers. Paleostress orientations determined from frac-
ture sets in the volcanics (Angelier et al. 1990) give extensional
stress orientations nearly parallel with the current Taiwan
thrust front for structures in 16–11 Ma volcanics, and oblique
to that thrust front for those in 9–8 Ma volcanics, although the
latter orientation is parallel with the present Philippine–
Yangtze-Eurasia plate convergence direction across the Manila
Trench (shown and referenced on Fig. 5). Dominantly trench-
facing ~NNE-striking normal faults, mostly with small dis-
placements and which cut Pliocene and early Pleistocene fore-
deep strata, have been mapped in the Taiwan Strait up to about
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Figure 1. Schematic section of  a convergent or collisional tectonic zone. Coloured bars show the observed or estimated relative position and in-line extent of  examples used
in this paper of  foredeep or foreland magmatism at the time of  their eruption or intrusion. Positions and extents of  pre-Neogene examples based on geological map, strati-
graphic, and structural relationships, and stratigraphic and/or isotopic ages (see text for source references). Red and purple: Rhine-type; green: Maine-type. Thicker parts of
lines are locations of  magmatism. Purple line is for magmatism on oceanic lithosphere; red and green on continental lithosphere.



100 km west of  the active thrust front in Taiwan (Chou and Yu
2002), but no volcanism of  this younger age range is known in
this area.

‘Petit Spots’ (NW Pacific Seafloor Adjacent to Japan
Trench)
The ‘petit spots’ are a series of  young (ca. 8–0 Ma), small alka-
line volcanoes on the Pacific sea floor, east of  the Japan
Trench (Hirano et al. 2006; Hirano 2011; Fig. 6). The younger
ones (estimated by Hirano to be no older than 1 Ma) are in two
areas, one (1 on Fig. 6) located on the upper part of  the outer
trench slope, but the other (2 on Fig. 6) is about 400 km from
the trench. The older volcanic rocks (dated as ca. 8–4 Ma) are
in the third small group, (3 on Fig. 6) now found close to the
trench floor, but which must have been far behind the position
of  the flexural bulge crest at the time of  eruption. Some of  the
petit spots in the older area (3) form linear chains oriented
WNW–ESE (Hirano et al. 2006). The envelope of  the area of
most of  the occurrences in the young group (1) near the
trench, and of  all the older group (3), are elongated at a high
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Figure 2. Schematic map-view location and orientation of  normal faults and mag-
matism for Rhine-type compared with Maine-type foreland basins, and their adja-
cent fold or thrust belts. Normal faults are shown by conventional tick mark sym-
bols on down-thrown sides; green: areas of  concurrent magmatism.

Figure 3. Location of  the Rhine Graben and other parts of  the European Ceno-
zoic Rift System and magmatism of  the Central European Volcanic Province in
relation to the western Alps and its northern foreland basin. Map modified from
Dèzes et al. (2004). E – Eifel, K – Kaiserstuhl, LGr – Limagne Graben, MC – Mas-
sif  Central, R – Rhon, W – Westerwald, V – Vogelsburg.

Figure 4. Volcanic rocks of  the Eastern Anatolian–Iranian Plateau and adjacent
northern Arabian foreland. Red parallel lines in Karacadağ are the summit ridge and
eruptive fissure alignment. NAF – North Anatolian Fault, EAF – East Anatolian
Fault, BZS – Bitlis–Zagros Suture, TF – Tabriz Fault, MRF – Main Recent Fault.
Map modified from Pearce et al. (1990). Black line with arrowhead is direction of
Arabian–Eurasian plate motion for 3–0 Ma from MORVEL data (DeMets et al.
2010).



angle to the trench in a similar orientation (Fig. 6), which is also
the direction of  the NUVEL-1A plate motion vector. Bathym-
etry and acoustic reflectivity show well-developed trench-par-
allel normal faulting on the outer trench slope of  the Japan and
Kurile trenches (Kobayashi et al. 1998). Some of  the younger
group 1 volcanoes occur within this zone, but their locations
show no clear evidence of  being controlled by this extension,
and those of  group 3 are older than and cut by these faults
(Hirano 2011). In none of  the groups do they appear to be
influenced by the old sea floor spreading fabric. While one
occurrence (2) is near a large fracture zone, the individual spots
in it do not show alignment in chains of  this fracture zone ori-
entation, or any other. We think the obliquely oriented overall
distribution of  these volcanic occurrences, including the
younger ones on the outer trench slope, suggest that they
belong in the Rhine-type category.

Cortlandt Complex–Beemerville Magmatic Zone
(Taconic of New York)
The Cortlandt Complex (ca. 446 Ma) and related zone of
dykes leading west to the Beemerville intrusion (Fig. 7) are part
of  a series of  alkaline intrusions forming a zone that cuts at a
high angle across the regional Taconic foreland thrust fabric

(Bender 1980; Ratcliffe 1981; Domenick and Basu 1982; Ben-
der et al. 1984; Ratcliffe et al. 2012). Dykes within this zone
and its overall trend indicate extension approximately NNW–
SSE, somewhat oblique, but not at a high angle to the sur-
rounding strike of  the Taconic thrust assemblage. This mag-
matic event and the extensional structures evidenced by the
dykes occurred late in the Taconic collisional event (Ratcliffe
et al. 2012). It is not known if  this zone extends farther west
into the Taconic foreland under Silurian and younger cover. In
orientation, orogenic timing and geochemistry, this ancient
example resembles the younger part of  the development of
the Rhine Graben.

Maine-Type Foreland Magmatism
We have not identified modern examples of  Maine-type fore-
land magmatism where the magmatism is mostly localized in
or immediately below the foreland basin strata, and where the
magmatism is dominantly of  the Maine-type compositional
range. Ancient examples included in this paper are the Pis-
cataquis Volcanic Belt of  Maine, Starks Knob and the Jon-
estown Volcanics of  the Taconic Foreland (New York and
Pennsylvania, respectively), and the Morel Sills, Ghost Dykes,
and Flaherty Volcanics–Haig Sills in the Proterozoic of  Cana-
da.

Piscataquis Volcanic Belt (Maine)
The Piscataquis Volcanic Belt, largely exposed in Maine, but
extending into New Brunswick and New Hampshire, is latest
Silurian–early Devonian in age. Its geographic extent roughly
parallels the orogenic fabric of  the Acadian Orogeny in this
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Figure 6. Map of  the occurrence of  ‘petit-spot’ volcanism east of  the Japan Trench
(modified from Hirano et al. (2006), Hirano (2011). Bright green areas (1, 2) are vol-
canic rocks younger than ca. 1 Ma; small darker green area (3) contains volcanic
rocks ca. 8–4 Ma old. Black arrow is NUVEL-1A plate convergence direction. Thin
grey lines – Cretaceous spreading magnetic anomalies, thick grey lines – fracture
zones, grey shading – Japan Trench below 6 km bathymetric contour.

Figure 5. Setting of  the Penghu Islands in the Taiwan–East China margin collision.
Volcanic age range in Penghu Islands from Juang and Chen (1992). Paleostress
extension orientations in Penghu volcanic rocks from Angelier et al. (1990) shown
by short double-headed arrows. Map modified from Angelier et al. (1990) and
Huang et al. (2006). Single-headed black line with arrow is Philippine–Yangtze plate
convergence direction from MORVEL data (DeMets et al. 2010); length of  line 270
km for 3 M.y. convergence (rate 90 mm/a). Single-headed grey line with arrow is
Philippine–Eurasia plate convergence direction for 8 to 0 Ma, from Sibuet et al.
(2002); length of  line 425 km for the past 6 M.y. convergence (rate 71 mm/a).



area (Fig. 8). Its petrogenesis has been debated and further
information is contained in these references: van Staal et al.
(1998, 2009); Eusden et al. (2000); Bradley and Tucker (2002);
Murphy and Keppie (2005); and Schoonmaker et al. (2005,
2011). Syn-sedimentary normal faults, which are oriented par-
allel with slightly younger Acadian thrust fabrics nearby, occur
in sedimentary strata just below the volcanic rocks (Schoon-
maker et al. 2005; Schoonmaker and Kidd 2013). The dyke-like
Moxie Pluton, a major gabbroic body dated at ca. 406 Ma
(Bradley et al. 2000), which cuts some of  the Acadian thrust
fabrics in foreland basin sedimentary rocks, has a similar strike-
parallel orientation. The volcanics are within marine strata, and
some show pillowed form. Locally subaerial eruption may have
occurred (Boucot et al. 1964), but a well-exposed section near
the west margin of  the Katahdin Pluton (Fig. 8) contains all
these volcanics in deeper water clastic rocks deposited just
above the Silurian–earliest Devonian shallow marine shelf
strata (Schoonmaker et al. 2011).

Starks Knob (New York)
Starks Knob is a small remnant block of  pillow lavas interpret-
ed to have been erupted into the outer part of  the Laurentian
passive margin just before the arrival and collision of  the
Taconic accretionary thrust complex (Landing et al. 2003).

This block was tectonically transported to its present position
within the mélange of  that accretionary complex (Fig. 7), now
lying above the Laurentian foreland of  New York State (Land-
ing et al. 2003). The volcanic rocks contain only interstitial
limestone, indicating shallow marine eruption; the regional
clast association in the mélange is only with the Laurentian
passive margin and adjacent continental rise (Kidd et al. 1995),
and the fossil age (Landing et al. 2003) is consistent with erup-
tion in the Ordovician just before collision began. Syn-colli-
sional normal faults oriented parallel to the regional Taconic
thrust fabric are present in the adjacent foreland and have been
interpreted to be related to extension of  the lower plate during
the Taconic collisional event (Bradley and Kidd 1991).

Jonestown Volcanics (Pennsylvania)
The Jonestown Volcanics are located within the outcrop of  the
Hamburg Klippe (Fig. 7), a Taconic thrust sheet remnant
(Lash 1986), and are interpreted on the basis of  the detailed
mapping of  Ashcroft (2002) to form a separate out-of-
sequence thrust sheet remnant above the transported sedimen-
tary strata of  the Hamburg Klippe (Fig. 9). The Jonestown
Volcanics consist of  basaltic pillow lavas, and diabase (dolerite)
(Fig. 10); the only sedimentary material clearly associated with
the volcanics, like Starks Knob, is limestone (Fig. 11). The
limestone has not been fossil dated, but is inferred to be mid-
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Figure 7. Overview map of  the Taconic Laurentian foreland of  the northeastern
US and adjacent part of  Canada, showing the locations of  Starks Knob, the Cort-
landt–Beemerville magmatic zone, the Jonestown Volcanics, and the Ordovician
foreland normal fault system. Taconic allochthons: HK – Hamburg Klippe, QA –
Quebec Allochthon, TA – Taconic Allochthon.

Figure 8. Map of  regional elements of  the mainland Northern Appalachians show-
ing the setting of  the Piscataquis magmatic belt. Adapted from Schoonmaker et al.
(2011). Position of  the early Emsian Acadian deformation front across Maine is
from Bradley et al. (2000), speculatively extrapolated farther NE.



Ordovician based on lithological resemblance to the Annville
Limestone in the nearest passive margin-derived thrust sheet in
the Lebanon Valley to the southeast (Ashcroft 2002). Quartz
arenites of  the Bunker Hill Ridge (Fig. 10) are inferred to over-
lie the Jonestown volcanic rocks unconformably, and to be of
Silurian age. Local evidence for contemporaneous extensional
stress orientation is lacking in the volcanic rocks, although
there are hints that lower plate foreland normal faulting (Shan-
mugan and Lash 1982), like that better documented in New
York and Quebec (Bradley and Kidd 1991), occurred in the
platform strata to the northwest. We think that the Jonestown
Volcanics and Starks Knob had similar sites of  eruption on the
outer Laurentian shelf  (see geochemical characterization
below), and that both had Taconic (Ordovician) thrust-
emplacement histories.

Morel Sills and Ghost Dykes (Wopmay Orogen)
The Coronation Supergroup exposed in the Wopmay Orogen
is the origin of  the model first presented by Hoffman (1987)

of  foredeep sedimentation and magmatism. There, a basement
and rift sequence on the northwest margin of  the Slave Craton
is overlain by a shallow marine passive margin sequence. This
passive margin sequence is swamped by overlying, thick
greywacke turbidites and other clastic rocks that form a colli-
sional foreland basin fill. The Morel Sills (Fig. 12) intruded the
passive margin and foredeep sedimentary section and were
emplaced just prior to foreland-directed thrusting. Hoffman
(1987) noted a lack of  evidence for pre-collisional normal
faulting besides that associated with pre-passive margin conti-
nental rifting, but Hildebrand and Bowring (1999) and Hilde-
brand et al. (2010) concluded that the substantial (~200 km)
margin-parallel distribution of  the sills reflects extension per-
pendicular to the margin, and to the collisional thrusts and fold
hinge lines.

The ca. 1884 Ma Ghost dykes, a series of  NNE-trending
mafic dykes, intruded the Slave Craton south of  the main part
of  the Wopmay Orogen (Fig. 12), and are sub-parallel with it
(Frith 1993). These dykes have been correlated, based on posi-
tion, orientation, and geochemistry, with the Morel Sills (Hoff-
man 1987; Hildebrand et al. 2010). Although there are present-
ly no very precise isotopic ages for the Morel Sills, precise
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Figure 9. Generalized cross section (from Berg et al. 1980) of  the Great Valley–Hamburg Klippe (grey), Ordovician carbonate rocks (blue) and Grenville crystalline rocks of
the Reading Prong (red). The section shows the interpretation that the Jonestown Volcanics and associated limestone (green) are an erosional remnant of  one of  the thrust
sheets of  Ordovician carbonate rocks in the Lebanon Valley. No vertical exaggeration. Location of  section line shown on Figure 7.

Figure 10. Map of  the Jonestown Volcanics showing the extent of  mafic igneous
rocks from outcrop mapping (Ashcroft 2002). Black rectangle is area of  detailed
geological map (Fig. 11). Inferred faults affecting the volcanics shown by thick lines:
solid – early thrusts, folded; dashed – later thrust faults; dotted – cross faults.
Uncoloured area – bedrock sedimentary strata of  the Hamburg Klippe structurally
underlying the volcanic rocks. Quartz arenites of  the Bunker Hill ridge are inferred
to overlie the Jonestown volcanic rocks unconformably and to be of  Silurian age.

Figure 11. Geological outcrop map of  the vicinity of  the abandoned Reading Rail-
road bridge over Swatara Creek, south of  Jonestown, PA. The locality of  the pillow
basalt containing limestone is shown. Contour interval 20 feet. From Ashcroft
(2002).



dates for the Ghost dykes of  ca. 1884 Ma were reported by
Buchan et al. (2009). Hildebrand et al. (2003) and Davis and
Bleeker (2007) concluded the Ghost dyke swarm was related to
lower plate breakoff  during the convergence and collision of
the Slave Craton with an arc during the Wopmay Orogeny.

Molson Dykes (NW Superior Craton Margin)
The ca. 1883 Ma Molson Dykes are a series of  NE-striking,
nearly vertical mafic dykes that occur in the NW margin of  the
Superior Province, in a zone about 150 km wide adjacent to
and parallel with the Thompson Belt, part of  the larger Cir-
cum-Ungava (Trans-Hudson) Orogen (Fig. 13). Hoffman
(1988) suggested that they were emplaced in a foredeep basin
position during lower plate flexure and convergence on this
margin. Their orientation is parallel to the regional orogenic
trend in the adjacent Thompson Belt and craton margin, and
their age is now very well constrained as in the same range as
orogenic shortening and magmatism in the Thompson Belt
(age compilation and discussion in Minifie 2010; see also Hea-

man et al. 2009) showing that these extensional structures
developed parallel with the trench or thrust strike direction,
and coeval with the orogenic shortening event.

Flaherty Formation (Belcher Islands, Canada)
The Proterozoic Flaherty Formation of  the Belcher and Sleep-
er Islands in Hudson Bay (Fig. 14) are a series of  mafic lavas
above a rift and passive margin stratigraphic sequence that
includes older subaerial volcanic rocks overlain by arkose and
shallow marine carbonate rocks that pass up into argillite,
shale, and iron formation (Legault et al. 1994). The Flaherty
Formation is dominated by pillows and contains interbedded
volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks indicating a subaqueous erup-
tive environment (Ricketts et al. 1982; Legault et al. 1994). The
overlying sedimentary rocks are euxinic shale and turbidites.
Hoffman (1987) interpreted this to be a foredeep sequence
nearly identical to that seen in the Wopmay Orogen (the mag-
matism here equivalent to the Morel Sills). Two U–Pb ages of
1870 Ma (M. Hamilton in Minifie 2010) have been obtained
from the Haig Sills, which occur both in the Belcher and Sleep-
er Islands, and are thought to be the intrusive equivalents to
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Figure 12. Location and orientation of  the Morel Sills and Ghost Dykes in the
Calderian (Wopmay) Orogen and adjacent Archean Slave Craton. Map simplified
after Hoffman (1987, 1988); Frith (1993); Hildebrand et al. (2010). HtA – Hottah
Arc, Ptm – Mesoproterozoic cover, Pz – Paleozoic cover.

Figure 13. Distribution of  the Molson Dykes (green lines) in the Superior Craton
adjacent to the deformed rocks of  the Proterozoic Thompson Belt. Dashed grey
line – SE border of  Pikwitonei granulite. ML – Molson Lake, TP – Thompson.
Adapted from Minifie (2010).



the volcanics. The regional distribution of  the Flaherty Forma-
tion and Haig Sills and their magmatic correlatives in the
Chukotat Group in the Ottawa Islands and Cape Smith Belt
(Hynes and Francis 1982; Hynes et al. 1994; Dunphy et al.
1995; Baragar 2007, 2008), over a distance of  hundreds of
kilometres along the Superior Craton margin, implies a thrust-
parallel extensional structure association.

GEOCHEMISTRY
We have selected and compiled 330 geochemical analyses of
volcanic and shallow intrusive mafic rocks including basalt,
basalt-andesite, alkaline basalt, and foidite from the foreland
magmatic settings described above (Fig. 15). These are pre-
sented in several commonly used trace element discrimination
diagrams to distinguish between plume-influenced and slab
detachment types. Sources of  the original analyses are listed in
Table 1; refer to these sources for the analytical methods used.

Although some analyses are of  young, relatively pristine
rocks unaltered by weathering or metamorphism, many older
ones are not, so only immobile trace elements, generally stable
during weathering and low-grade metamorphism (Pearce
1996), are used for comparison purposes. All rocks presented
here have been reported as having experienced greenschist
facies metamorphism or less, except for the rocks from the Pil-
ing Group (discussed below) that reached amphibolite facies
and for which there may be less confidence that the original
immobile element concentrations have remained significantly
unchanged since magmatic emplacement.

Discrimination diagrams have been shown to work over a
range of  degrees of  partial melting of  the mantle source in
natural examples (e.g. Shervais 1982; Pearce 1996) in that
immobile element ratios in magmas are not significantly
changed unless there are high differences in degree of  partial
melting from one source. If  significant differences in partial
melting occur within a suite then a transdiscriminant pattern
(suite samples plot across tectonic field boundaries) may result.
They also permit discrimination in the face of compositional
changes induced by some degree of  fractional crystallization,
as long as the samples chosen are basaltic in composition (see
Pearce 2014).

Normalized Diagrams
The chondrite- and MORB-normalized diagrams illustrate
some important differences between the Rhine and Maine
types. First, Rhine-type volcanic rocks are significantly more
enriched in LREEs than the Maine-type indicating a more
enriched mantle source (or a lower degree of  partial melting);
the flatter Maine-type patterns indicate a more depleted mantle
source (or a higher degree of  partial melting; Fig. 16). The
Rhine-type patterns on the MORB-normalized diagram (Fig.
17A) are consistent with those shown by the chondrite-nor-
malized diagram. Second, many of  the Maine-type samples on
the MORB-normalized diagram display Ta–Nb (or just Ta for
the Flaherty Formation) negative anomalies (Fig. 17B). The
Ta–Nb negative anomaly, typically associated with supra-sub-
duction zone environments, and evident in the Devonian
Maine rocks may be the result of  partial melting of  a subduc-

tion-modified sub-continental mantle (Dostal et al. 1989; Hon
et al. 1992; Keppie and Dostal 1994; Schoonmaker et al. 2011).
In contrast, all but one of  the Starks Knob samples lack suffi-
cient Th to be analyzed, so do not show an anomaly (Fig. 17C).
The very low Th concentrations in the Starks Knob samples
indicate that the sub-continental mantle at its eruption site was
not exposed to a prior supra-subduction event. The Jonestown
samples show significant scatter, two of  them suggest a Ta
negative anomaly, but there is no corresponding anomaly for
Nb (Fig. 17C). When the Starks Knob and Jonestown samples
are removed from the MORB-normalized diagram, the
remaining Maine-type samples show a more uniform pattern
with distinct Ta–Nb negative anomaly (Fig. 17D). This raises
the possibility that the Starks Knob and Jonestown rocks (both
formed on the Laurentian margin, with Grenville basement)
experienced a somewhat different history than those in Maine
and those in Proterozoic orogens in Canada. Third, Ti/Yb
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Figure 14. Location of  the Belcher and Sleeper Islands in eastern Hudson Bay,
within the fold and thrust belt of  Paleoproterozoic age on the north side of  the
Archean Superior Craton. FRB – Fox River Belt, Pz – Paleozoic cover, TNB –
Thompson Belt.
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ratios (normalized) are higher in the Rhine-type rocks than
those in the Maine-type rocks (3.33 vs. 1.24, respectively).

Tectonic Discrimination Diagrams
Several tectonic discrimination diagrams are presented to illus-
trate correlations and differences between the suites and to
infer possible processes involved. What is clear is that there is
a nearly complete separation of  Rhine- and Maine-type fore-
deep rocks (Figs. 18–23) in all of  these diagrams.

Nb–Zr–Y, Nb/Y–Zr/Y, and Hf–Th–Nb Diagrams
The Nb–Zr–Y diagram of  Meschede (1986) discriminates
between various MORB types and plume-influenced tectonic
settings based on the concentration of  Nb relative to Zr and Y
(Fig. 18). In lavas derived from enriched mantle, Nb concen-
trations are high, whereas lavas from depleted mantle (MORB
and arc environments) have lower Nb concentrations. The

separation between Maine and Rhine types indicates they are
partitioned between these different mantle types. Less obvious
in this diagram is that the Zr/Nb ratio is higher in the Maine-
type rocks than in the Rhine-type rocks (15.7 vs. 3.26, respec-
tively).

The Nb/Y–Zr/Y diagram (Fitton et al. 1997) is designed
to discriminate between MORB and plume-influenced lavas
based on Nb concentrations, serves a similar purpose to
Meschede’s diagram, but more clearly separates the Maine and
Rhine types where the Rhine types have more enriched con-
centrations of  Zr and Nb relative to Y. Significant variation in
Zr/Y ratios evident in the plot, specifically the Acadian Maine
samples, was attributed to systematic analytical bias in the
compiled datasets used (Schoonmaker et al. 2011).

Wood’s (1980) diagram (Fig. 20) makes use of  similar
processes (depletion of  Nb in depleted mantle) as the other
Nb–Zr–Y diagrams, but uses the ratio Nb to Hf  to discrimi-
nate between volcanic rocks derived from enriched and deplet-
ed mantle. Low Nb concentrations relative to Hf  are charac-
teristic of  volcanic rocks from depleted mantle whereas high
concentrations are characteristic of  an enriched mantle source
for volcanics. Rocks that are enriched in Th, typical of  subduc-
tion zones or from mantle sources that have been otherwise
enriched in Th (e.g. previously subduction-modified), plot
down to the left, away from the mantle source fields. Similar to
the Nb–Zr–Y diagrams, in this the mantle sources between
Maine (depleted) and Rhine (enriched) types are nearly com-
pletely separated (some Molson dykes from Heaman et al.
(2009) have Nb or Hf  concentrations below detection limits).

Ti–V Diagram
The Ti–V diagram (Fig. 21) of  Shervais (1982) is generally
used to identify arc environments based on the difference in
behaviour of  V depending on fluid content of  the mantle
source. V becomes more incompatible when fluid contents are
high, such as occurs in supra-subduction zones that generally
have Ti/V ratios below 20. In alkaline rocks, Ti/V ratios are
high, above 50. Continental tholeiite may have Ti/V ratios
below 50. In this diagram there is a strong separation of
Maine- and Rhine-type rocks although a significant number of
the Rhine samples plot at Ti/V ratios slightly below 50. Most
of  the Maine-type suite has Ti/V ratios between 20 and 50,
where MORB, back-arc basins, and continental tholeiites typi-
cally plot, although a significant number of  the Molson dykes
plot in the arc field.

Ti–Zr–Y Diagram
Pearce and Cann’s (1973) diagram (Fig. 22) discriminates
between within-plate settings and MORB and volcanic arc
environments. Within-plate magmas include plume or hotspot
types and result from higher relative concentrations of  Ti and
Zr to Y. MORB and volcanic arc magmas have lower relative
amounts of  Ti and Zr. The Rhine-type rocks almost exclusive-
ly plot in the within-plate field, consistent with their patterns
on the MORB-normalized diagram (Fig. 17), whereas the
Maine-type rocks plot across the MORB and arc fields.
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Figure 16. Chondrite-normalized diagrams: A – Rhine-type, B – Maine-type. See
Figure 15 for symbol legend.



TiO2 /Yb–Nb/Yb Diagram
The TiO2/Yb–Nb/Yb diagram (Fig. 23) of  Pearce (2008) is
useful for the purposes of  this paper as it discriminates
between magmas from deep mantle and shallow mantle
sources. During melting of  shallow spinel peridotite, Ti and
Yb enter the melt equally but garnet in deep mantle retains Yb
(Pearce 2008, 2014), so Ti/Yb ratios are higher in lavas from
deep mantle sources, relative to those from shallow mantle
sources. The Rhine and Maine types in the selected example
suite are completely separated in this diagram, in both
TiO2/Yb and Nb/Yb ratios.

DISCUSSION
Magma Sources and Tectonic Associations
From the striking chemical separation of  the Rhine and Maine
types it is probable that these two types of  foreland magma-
tism were generated under substantially different conditions
and result from different processes. Additionally, the degree of

partial melting for the Rhine types is inferred to be less than
the Maine types; the Rhine types have significantly lower
Nb/Y (or Nb/Yb) and Zr/Y ratios than the Maine types (Figs.
16, 17, 18, 22, 23). High Hf  concentrations in Figure 20 and
generally higher Y concentrations relative to Cr (not figured)
also support this conclusion (see Pearce 1982). While there are
internal variations in element concentrations of  the two types
(e.g. the overall trends in the Figs. 18, 20, and 21), the internal
trends do not correlate between the groups suggesting that
variations in partial melting cannot explain the differences
between the two types. The lack of  apparent intermediate
suites (see especially Fig. 23) also supports the idea that the dif-
ferences in partial melting do not explain these differences.

Two main tectonic processes have been proposed by previ-
ous workers in these areas to explain the origin of  these suites:
plume (or at least sub-lithospheric mantle upwelling) influence,
and slab detachment. In some of  these examples, different
authors have put forward these competing hypotheses for the
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same setting, particularly in the case of  the Rhine Graben.
Multiple hypotheses have been proposed for the origin of

magmas erupted in the Rhine Graben including partial melting
of  metasomatized asthenospheric mantle, partial melting of
the base of  the lithosphere (thermal boundary layer), and par-
tial melting of  mantle plumes (Bogaard and Wörner 2003;
Haase et al. 2004 and references therein; Jung et al. 2006; Shaw
and Woodland 2012; Jung et al. 2013). In some of  this work,
largely based on isotopic ratio differences, the Westervald–
Eifel area is generally considered to have formed primarily
from a mantle plume source, whereas the Vogelsberg area
formed from a thermal boundary layer source at the base of
the lithosphere. Our compiled dataset contains samples from
both these areas that show no separation based on trace ele-

ment concentrations. Importantly, the TiO2–Yb–Nb concen-
trations (Fig. 23) indicate rocks from both areas were derived
from garnet peridotite, whereas Haase et al. (2004), based on
isotopic ratios, concluded that the Vogelsberg rocks were
sourced from spinel peridotite of  the thermal boundary layer
at the base of  the lithosphere, although they infer that this
melting occurred in the larger context of  mantle plume activi-
ty.

In SE Turkey, Ekici et al. (2012) divided the Siverek Plateau
lavas into two groups based on major and trace element con-
centrations: Group 2 lavas generally having higher concentra-
tions of  incompatible trace elements. In our plots, the Group
1 lavas plot further from the Rhine samples than do the Group
2 lavas, but both are still consistent with that group. The
Karacadağ Volcanic Complex has alternatively been interpret-
ed to have contributions from the Afar plume (Krienitz et al.
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2009) or a separate mantle upwelling (Keskin 2003; Ekici et al.
2012), and isotopic studies give conflicting interpretations
regarding the role of  mantle plumes in northern Arabian
Peninsula volcanism. Ekici et al. (2012) reported Pb isotope
ratios that do not match Afar plume compositions, while
Krienitz et al. (2009) concluded that an Afar contribution is
consistent with part of  a mixed magma source. Ekici et al.
(2012) argued for Maine-style magmatism as the origin of
Karacadağ volcanic rocks, with lithospheric thinning of  the
margin resulting from tension from the subducting Tethyan
oceanic lithosphere to the north, and Keskin (2003) similarly
invoked a slab breakoff  mechanism, although the Karacadağ
Plateau is peripheral in his model. Evidence against this mech-
anism is a reported lack of  appropriately oriented extensional
deformation in the area (Camp and Roobol 1992), and the fact
that there are young, directly associated extensional structures
in the area of  this magmatism, oriented at a high angle to the
nearby thrust belt (Şengör and Kidd 1979; Pearce et al. 1990).
Perhaps the earliest magmatism here was through fractures
controlled by slab-pull stresses (Ekici et al. 2012), and convert-
ed to the now dominant convergence-controlled fractures for
the later eruptions. The early volcanic rocks, however, are not
known to include examples falling within the fields of  Maine-
type compositions, although some of  the Group 1 lavas of
Ekici et al. (2012) do plot closer to those fields. Perhaps the
later part of  a transition to Rhine-type magmas is preserved
here.

Near Taiwan, the mid–late Miocene basalt of  the Penghu
Islands are interpreted (Chung et al. 1994; Wang et al. 2012) to
have formed from asthenospheric mantle, both from lithos-
pheric extension and from mantle upwelling. The amount of
lithospheric extension of  the crust required to bring asthenos-
phere into the melting regime following thinning of  the lithos-
pheric mantle would likely produce much greater extension of
the upper crust than is evident (Chou and Yu 2002) west of

Taiwan for the 16–8 Ma time interval of  the volcanism. We
have strong doubts that the Penghu Islands volcanics ought to
be regarded as foreland basin magmatism, based on the coher-
ent set of  mid–late Miocene ages, including the fossil ages of
interbedded sedimentary rocks, and their consistency with the
dissected and planated topography of  the volcanic field
exposed in the islands, where no evidence of  young construc-
tional volcanic landforms is visible. At the rate of  plate conver-
gence across the Manila Trench, presently 90 mm/a in south-
ern Taiwan opposite the Penghu Islands (DeMets et al. 2010),
the accretionary toe of  the subduction system would have
been nearly 300 km away from the East China passive conti-
nental margin only 3 M.y. ago, and much farther at 8 M.y. (Fig.
5). Even with the slower convergence rate for the last 8 M.y.
given by Sibuet et al. (2002), the distance from the trench at 8
Ma would have exceeded 500 km. Stratigraphic and other geo-
logical evidence indicates that the diachronous collision began
at about 5 Ma (Teng and Lin 2004; Huang et al. 2006). Never-
theless, because they have been previously suggested to be
foreland magmatism, have both good geochemical and struc-
tural data sets, and because they provide a useful demonstra-
tion of  the limits of  discrimination possible from geochemical
compositions, we included the Penghu volcanic rocks (if  only
as an object lesson) in our suite of  possible examples. The geo-
chemical characteristics of  the magmas indicate that if  they are
included as foreland magmatism, they would belong to the
Rhine-type group. We think that an independent mantle
upwelling is a more likely explanation than others for the prop-
erties and localization of  the Penghu Islands magmatism
whether or not they have a relationship to the Taiwan foreland.

The Japan Trench petit-spot area is similar in geochemical
characteristics to the other Rhine-type occurrences, but it cur-
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rently has rather weak evidence of  the associated extensional
structures. The overall distribution of  the volcanic rocks does
not show any preferred distribution along the belt of  outer
trench slope (trench-parallel) normal faulting, which suggests
it is not associated primarily with those faults. Hirano et al.
(2006) and Hirano (2011) suggested an origin from fracturing
caused by lithospheric fore-bulge flexure, which should trend
SW–NE parallel with that feature. We think the WNW–ESE
orientation of  the envelopes to two of  the three volcanic areas,
and the same alignment of  spots in the area of  older volcanic
rocks (group 3, Fig. 6; Hirano et al. 2006), do not support this
hypothesis. The WNW–ESE alignments that are evident, if
not prominent, rather suggest that magmas used extensional
fractures produced by maximum compressive stress in the lith-
osphere in the direction of, and resulting from, convergence at
the Japan Trench. At 4 M.y. ago, the older group (3 – Fig. 6)
would have been in the position where the younger group (2)
is presently located, and we note that this age progression,
although with intermittent expression here, is the same as from
Pacific plate motion over better known, larger hotspots (e.g.
Hawaii). The other group (1) is admittedly not accommodated
by this suggestion, unless the area affected by mantle upwelling
is 400 km or more across.

The one ancient Rhine-type structure, the Cortlandt Com-
plex–Beemerville zone in the New York Taconic thrust belt,
has properties similar to its modern counterparts. It is of  inter-
est that it occurs spatially between the two Maine-type Taconic
examples (Jonestown, Starks Knob), which we think were
erupted through the outer Laurentian passive margin (with
inferred Grenville crust and lithosphere) before their tectonic
transportation, and that the Cortlandt magmas were also
emplaced through that type of  lithosphere after the Taconic
foreland thrusts had been emplaced over it. The strong con-
trast in the geochemistry of  the Cortlandt magmas with the
two older Taconic examples is striking, and also is suggestive
that quite different processes generated the two types of  fore-
land magmatism.

For the Maine-type examples, it is significant that for those
where the orientations of  contemporary extensional structures
are known (Maine Acadian, Starks Knob, Ghost Dykes, Mol-
son Dykes) or can be inferred from asymmetric regional extent
(Morel Sills, Flaherty Formation–Haig Sills), the extensional
fault and fracture orientations parallel the trench or thrust
front, consistent with a slab pull or detachment mechanism.

Currently there is debate concerning the subduction polar-
ity of  the Acadian Orogeny in Maine. The west-dipping model
requires the Piscataquis Volcanic Belt and associated magma-
tism to have occurred in a far back-arc region (van Staal et al.
1998) and to have been caused by shallow subduction (van
Staal et al. 2009), and consequently not an example of  foreland
magmatism. In contrast, Bradley et al. (2000), Bradley and
Tucker (2002), and Schoonmaker et al. (2005, 2011) have
argued for an east-dipping subduction, placing Piscataquis belt
volcanism in the foreland region of  the lower plate, with
emplacement slightly preceding the NW-migrating orogenic
front. Discussion of  these interpretations, and others (Eusden
et al. 2000), was made by Schoonmaker et al. (2011). Here, we

emphasize one inconsistent consequence of  the east-dipping
interpretation. In the flat slab region of  the Andean orogenic
belt of  Argentina, the crust of  the Precordillera has undergone
significant thickening and thrusting involving basement. Cur-
rent thickness of  the Precordillera crust exceeds 60 km
(Ammirati et al. 2013) and given current erosion rates in the
Precordillera that approach 100 m/M.y. (Walcek and Hoke
2012), this suggests that the Maine Acadian should have
exhumed significantly buried metamorphic rocks if  it had
experienced a Precordilleran-type thickening. The Acadian of
central and northern Maine and Gaspé only caused low-grade
metamorphism of  the rocks now exposed (e.g. Osberg et al.
1985) suggesting that such thickening did not occur and that
back-arc magmatism caused by flat slab subduction is an
unsatisfactory interpretation for the origin of  Piscataquis Belt
volcanism.

It is clear from numerous studies that magmas derived
from partial melting of  sub-continental lithospheric mantle
can be heterogeneous and can also be influenced by prior sub-
duction-related events during arc or microcontinent accretion.
These prior events result in more depleted sub-continental
mantle that can also have subduction geochemical signals (e.g.
Pearce et al. 1990; Cloos et al. 2005). This geochemical pattern
is characteristic of  foreland magmatism of  all the Maine-type
examples, and so we infer for this type a slab-pull or detach-
ment mechanism and shallow asthenospheric decompression
partial melting, perhaps accompanied by some lithospheric
partial melting.

Other Examples
Bradley (2008, his table 2) identified more occurrences of
probable foredeep magmatism in his discussion of  ancient
passive margins but, as far as we are aware, those additional to
the ones we discuss are mostly not at present as well-docu-
mented, nor are sufficient geochemical analyses available for
many of  them.

One that has recently been well-characterized in its geolog-
ical setting and geochemistry is in the approximately 1900 Ma
Piling Group, which starts with a series of  quartzitic, calc-sili-
cate, and carbonate metasedimentary rocks of  medium meta-
morphic grade that directly overlie Rae Craton basement in the
Trans-Hudson Orogen north of  Hudson Bay (St-Onge et al.
2009; Rainbird et al. 2010). These metasedimentary rocks are
overlain by a series of  alkaline to tholeiitic pillowed basalt and
associated mafic sills, and interlayered subaqueous volcaniclas-
tic sedimentary rocks (Partin et al. 2014) affected by upper
greenschist-facies metamorphism (Bravo Lake Formation).
Overlying the volcanic rocks is a series of  graded fine-grained
sandstone and mudstone that locally contains conglomeratic
beds in channels (Rainbird et al. 2010). This section suggests a
passive margin stratigraphy that subsequently underwent sub-
sidence concurrent with mafic volcanism. The occurrence of
zircon of  external origin in the overlying sandstone and subse-
quent deformation suggests an orogenic foreland setting as the
Rae Craton margin was involved in collision during the Trans-
Hudson Orogeny (Partin et al. 2014). Most of  the Piling
Group samples plot with the main group of  Rhine-type rocks
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in the geochemical diagrams, although three of  them overlap
into the field of  Maine-type rocks, but still relatively close to
the Rhine-type field. Overall, these three show rather low con-
centrations of  LREE, as well as Nb (Figs. 17A, 18A), so it is
not clear whether they resulted from a difference in petroge-
netic process or from mobilization of  multiple elements dur-
ing amphibolite-facies metamorphism. The orientation of
extensional structures accompanying Bravo Lake volcanism
has not yet been documented; if  it is possible to determine this
from the deformed and metamorphosed remains, we predict
that faults and fissures (dykes) should be of  Rhine-type,
formed at a high angle to the thrust fault fabrics.

Another occurrence, which we considered for inclusion in
the example set, is the late Devonian–earliest Mississippian
section in the Roberts Mountain Allochthon in Nevada. This
is clearly recording (Burchfiel and Royden 1991) an accre-
tionary complex–passive continental margin overthrusting
event (Antler Orogeny), probably from an arc–continent colli-
sion with much slab roll-back, and there are mafic volcanic
rocks in the deep continental rise and slope lower plate section
of  late Devonian age. However, modern analyses of  these late
Devonian volcanics are few (3 by Madrid 1987). We chose not
to include this example in the selected set because of  the
paucity of  adequate geochemical data, and also from the
absence of  clear evidence of  the orientation of  associated
extensional strain. The geochemical data from the three sam-
ples of  volcanics of  late Devonian age (Madrid 1987) suggests
this is a Rhine-type alkalic suite, from which we would again
predict faults or dykes of  the same age to be developed at high
angles to the thrust transport direction. Clearly, there is an
opportunity here to investigate fully and characterize these vol-
canics better, and perhaps even to test the hypothesis offered
in this paper, as with the other possible examples identified by
Bradley (2008).

New Guinea
Cloos et al. (2005) have documented in detail the Neogene
arc–continental margin collision in New Guinea and the result-
ing slab breakoff  event. Magmatism associated with the later-
ally propagating slab breakoff  event is mostly confined to the
orogen, with only a small area of  volcanism just crossing the
southern thrust boundary in the eastern (younger) part of  the
system. The New Guinea magmatism therefore is in contrast
to most of  the examples discussed in this paper, being largely
not located in the foreland basin and, where it does slightly
emerge into the northern edge of  the basin, in occurring later
than much of  the sedimentary fill and the active thrust loading
of  that basin. Because of  these differences, and the focus of
this paper on magmatism located in and emplaced during the
filling of  collisional foreland basins, we chose not to include it
among the examples. In general, the mafic members of  the
suite in Papua (Mackenzie 1976) have properties that mostly
resemble (Schoonmaker et al. 2005) the Maine-type suites of
this paper, consistent with the demonstration of  Cloos et al.
(2005) that they originated dominantly from decompression
melting during the slab breakoff  process. However, some
occurrences of  more alkaline types (e.g. the Porgera Intrusive

Complex, Richards et al. 1990), and others in western New
Guinea (Housh and McMahon 2000) show that this was not
the only source of  these magmas and that a minority have
Rhine-type compositions, probably derived from locally
enriched lithosphere.

Secular Variation?
One curious feature of  our selected example set is the skewed
distribution in long-term geological history. The Rhine-type
set contains four of  Neogene–Recent, and one of  Paleozoic
age, whereas the Maine-type set consists of  no modern, two
Paleozoic, and three Proterozoic items. We think this might be
significant, especially for the Maine-type, although the small
overall number of  items in our selection hardly permits a firm
conclusion. However, the widespread occurrence of  the
Maine-type in extensive segments of  the early Proterozoic oro-
gens of  Canada contrasts strongly with their definitive absence
from extensive lengths of  Phanerozoic orogens and, apart
from the Maine Acadian, very minor volume magmatism in the
Taconic example. Following Hofmann (1987) we think that it
is plausible that a long-term secular change has reduced the
likelihood of  Maine-type magmatism in the foreland margins
of  collisional orogens. A possible cause might be reduction of
upper mantle conductive heat transfer into continental litho-
sphere through time, and/or a longer average time interval
from rifting to collision (Hoffman 1987) based on declining
mantle heat generation rate and consequent slower average
plate motion (e.g. Burke et al. 1976). Both of  these would pro-
vide on average a thicker (and consequently stronger) litho-
sphere under passive continental margins at collision, less likely
to rupture early in the process for younger collisional events.
Alternatively, perhaps there was an unusual coincidence of  cir-
cumstances for the early Proterozoic of  the Canadian craton-
ic-margin orogens, if  the magmatism was caused by one or
more ‘superplumes’ (Ernst and Buchan 2004; Minifie 2010)
but with magmatism localized by slabs ready to break off  on
margins near to or already involved in the collisional events.

Mantle Plumes?
Some authors have suggested mantle plumes are the cause of
and occur under the area of  Rhine Graben volcanism (Hoernle
et al. 1994; Goes et al. 1999), and also for SE Turkey (Keskin
2003; Krienitz et al. 2009; Ekici et al. 2012). We think the trace-
and rare earth element compositional evidence shows clearly
for all the Rhine-type examples that the primary source is sub-
lithospheric and sub-asthenospheric. The magmatism is local-
ized in areas of  a typical scale of  up to a few hundred kilome-
tres across, like some active volcanic hotspots demonstrated to
have deep mantle plume-sourced magmatism, from composi-
tional (3He anomaly) and/or seismic tomographic evidence
(e.g. Hawaii). The Rhine Graben magmatism overlies a plume-
like seismic anomaly in the upper mantle (Ritter et al. 2001),
inferred by Goes et al. (1999) to extend to the lower mantle.
We suggest that upper mantle convection is likely to be
involved in generating these Rhine-type foreland magmatic
occurrences, but it has not been demonstrated whether any of
the others might also have a deep mantle plume connection.
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Timing of Magmatism Relative to Start of Collision
For the examples of  foreland magmatism, if  they are listed by
order of  the age of  magmatism relative to the initiation of  col-
lision, or age at subduction of  the volcanic rocks for the Japan
petit spots (Table 2), the pattern emerges of  the Maine-type
being concentrated near this time, with the Rhine-type before
or after. The concentration in time of  the Maine-type may be
because, if  slab detachment occurs at all, it takes place soon
after collision starts (see Cloos et al. 2005).

CONCLUSIONS
Contemporaneous magmatism in modern convergent or colli-
sional foreland settings is readily recognized, but in ancient set-
tings recognition relies on the presence of  underlying passive
margin sedimentation and overlying or contemporaneous
deeper water sedimentary rocks, turbidites and flysch, and the
association with collisional deformation. The several modern
and ancient examples of  foreland magmatism identified using
those criteria fall strikingly into two distinct chemical groups
defined by their trace element compositions: a more enriched
alkaline group and a less enriched tholeiitic group. These two
groups likely reflect two different processes that can occur in
thrust forelands during arc or continental collision. The alka-
line group is sourced from the sub-asthenospheric mantle and
is inferred to result primarily from upwelling convection of
plume-type geometry. The more tholeiitic group resulted from
extension of  the lower plate experiencing slab-pull forces and
in some cases lithospheric detachment, with consequent melt-
ing of  upwelling asthenospheric mantle. In either case, incor-
poration of  melts from lithospheric mantle can occur, from
intrusion or detachment, and in places (Maine) this can show
evidence of  previous modification by subduction processes.
The geochemical results are quite sufficiently distinct to permit
discrimination of  such foreland magmatic rock suites from

each other in ancient examples. However, they cannot be sep-
arated only by the geochemistry from magmatic products of
other tectonic environments where similar compositions can
be generated. While there may be in general lesser amounts of
partial melting and magma volumes in the Rhine-type exam-
ples, the minor element geochemistry shows that the two types
are not a result of  differing degrees of  partial melting of  a sin-
gle mantle source type.

For those foreland settings where coeval extensional struc-
tures reveal the extensional stress orientation during basin
development, Maine-type magmatism is accompanied by nor-
mal faults parallel to the thrust front or trench. We think it is
most implausible that the small amount of  extension induced
by lithospheric flexure of  a few degrees or less, localized
entirely in and widely distributed across the outer part of  an
antiformal bend, will lead to any surface magmatism. The
examples of  Maine-type foreland magmatism and the associat-
ed outer slope normal fault and dyke systems are evidence that
they result from whole-lithosphere extension induced by slab
pull. Rhine-type basin orientations are more variable, although
several of  our examples (Rhine Graben, Karacadağ, Cortlandt)
have fissures or dykes and normal faults nearly perpendicular
to the thrust front or trench, reflecting the orientation of  the
maximum compressive stress in the foreland crust imposed by
the active plate boundary convergence. Oblique orientations
could result either from oblique plate convergence (Japan petit
spots), or from extension using older inherited fractures in the
local crust (Penghu Islands?) and/or from stress fields modi-
fied by regional continental escape tectonics (Burke and
Şengör 1986).

It is possible that there has been a long-term secular
decrease in the occurrence of  the Maine-type foreland magma-
tism since the early Proterozoic, and this aspect of  foreland
magmatism needs further investigation.
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Table 2. Foreland magmatism examples, and New Guinea, ordered by time of  interval of  magmatism (vtime) relative to start of
collision (continental crust entering under the accretionary toe), or subduction age (for petit-spots). Estimated on basis of  strati-
graphic relationship to foreland basin clastic rocks, and numerical ages where known, or estimated; for the Precambrian examples,
estimated by comparison to the younger examples, presuming comparable convergence rates. Refer to Figure 1 for relative position
in a foreland basin profile section.

Example R-type M-type Tectonic setting for time of  volcanism vtime M.y.

Rhine Graben X non-marine foreland basin and platform 35 to 50
Cortlandt X collisional belt (non-marine foreland basin) ~15
Karacadağ X collisional non-marine foreland basin 0 to 15
New Guinea X collisional thrust belt and orogen interior 7 to 15
Flaherty/Molson X marine foreland basin over shelf  strata ?~5 to 10
Piscataquis (Maine) X marine foreland basin over shelf  strata ~5 to 10
Morel/Ghost X marine foreland basin on or near shelf  break ?~0 to 5
Starks/Jonestown X on continental shelf  inside flexural bulge ~ –5 to 0
Japan petit spots X ocean floor outer trench slope to outside flexural bulge (–8 to 0)
Penghu X on continental shelf, well beyond flexural bulge –11 to –3
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